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Grade 5 Performance Task 1

In this task, you will read a chapter from a book and answer questions about what you have read. Then
you will compare an idea in the story with a photograph and write a story based on that idea.

In this chapter from Among the Dolls, Vicky finds that she has become tiny and is stuck inside her dollhouse.
Read the text. Then answer the questions that follow.

Among the Dolls
by William Sleator

illustrated by Trina Schart Hyman

Vicky blinked and stood up. She knew immediately that she was in the third-floor playroom. There was the tin
rocking horse she always made the brother doll ride for hours. Its back looked very sharp and uncomfortable
now that she could see it better. There were the “books” she made for them, from little folded pieces of paper;
but now they were like cardboard, covered with large grainy crayon blots.

And there was the music box, barely the size of her thumb the last time she had opened it, but now like a
massive chest. It was made of ivory, and the carving, which had seemed so delicate, was actually rather crude
and uneven. The little tinkling melody it played over and over again was her favorite song, and suddenly she
wanted to hear it. She was frightened, of course, and the familiarity of the unchanging tune might comfort her.
She pushed open the box, and the music began.

But it was different now, clanging and blurred and painfully loud, like being on the inside of a ringing bell. And
the tune was hardly recognizable, a raucous mockery of its former sweetness. She had to stop it! But the top was
caught somehow; she couldn’t move it at all. Her hands on her ears, she backed away, then turned to run from
the terrible sounds. But she froze before taking even one step. Now she was facing the edge of the house, where
the room simply ended and there was nothing but empty space plunging all the way down to the floor of her
room. It was like being in a house that had been neatly sliced down the middle by a gigantic cleaver. She didn’t
dare get any closer to the edge, but stood and stared off into her room, the horrible music banging and bonging
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behind her.

Everything was the same, but gigantic. The rug was a thick forest spread out far below her, her bed a steep
plateau, and the doorway on the other side of the room was fuzzy with distance, rising up to a ceiling she could
not even see.

This can’t be happening, she said to herself. It’s impossible! I must be dreaming. But it wasn’t vague like a
dream. Everything was horribly clear, and all the details were perfect. She tried to fight a growing panic, which
was only made worse by the deep void just ahead of her. This can’t be happening, she thought again, uselessly.
I’ve got to make it go away! How can I make it go away?

Behind her, the music stopped with a sudden crash and she spun around. Beside the music box stood the aunt
doll, taller than Vicky now. In the abrupt silence, Vicky simply stared at her without speaking. The doll’s black
hair, pulled back tightly in a knot at the back of her head, was now like thick rope. The stitches on her floor-
length black dress were wide and uneven. Her painted features were chipped in places, giving her smile a
strange twisted look. Her lashless eyes were amazingly large, almost circles, opened wide, a black pupil isolated
in the center of each.

“Aha,” said the aunt doll softly, her smiling mouth not moving at all. “You are small and helpless now, I see.”

Excerpt from Among the Dolls by William Sleator, text copyright © 1975 by William Sleator. Reprinted by
permission of the author and the author's agents, Scovil Galen Ghosh Literary Agency, Inc.

Illustration by Trina Schart Hyman from Among the Dolls by William Sleator. Illustration copyright © 1975 by
Trina Schart Hyman. Used by permission of Dutton, a division of Penguin Putnam Inc.
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When Vicky was a normal size When Vicky is tiny
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1. When Vicky changes from a normal-size girl to a tiny girl, many things seem different. Complete the table
below by giving three examples from the text that show how things have changed for Vicky. First, tell what
something was like when she was a normal size. Then, tell what that same thing is like to Vicky now that she is
tiny.
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Grade 5 Performance Task 2

2. The music box plays an important role in this text. In your own words, tell about the key events related to the
music box. Be sure to include details from the text to support the key events in your answer.

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Grade 5 Performance Task 3

3. At the end of the text, the aunt doll describes Vicky as “helpless.” Give two details from the text that explain
why Vicky can be considered helpless.

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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1. describe how what the dog sees and hears might be different

2. describe how the dog’s new size might affect how it thinks and feels

3. describe some challenges the dog will face

4. include ideas from “Among the Dolls,” as well as your own thoughts and experiences

• include a narrator and characters

• include what the characters say and descriptions of what they do, see, and hear

• tell events in the right order

• describe things clearly so that the reader can picture them

• include a strong conclusion to your story

• check your work for correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar
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Grade 5 Performance Task 4

4. Think about how Vicky’s life is different because she is tiny. Now look at the two dogs in the picture.

Imagine the little dog has just turned to the big dog and asked, “Do you want to trade places for a day?” How do
you think each dog would react to being the opposite size? What challenges would each dog face?

Choose either the small dog or the large dog and write a story about how that dog’s life would be different if it
were suddenly the opposite size. Write your story on a separate sheet of paper.

In your story,

As you plan, write, and edit your story, be sure to

Photograph of a small dog and large dog looking at each other (Image Id: 42-24019571) copyright © by Tetra Images/Corbis. Used by
permission.
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